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"A modern twist on the classic Russian folktale of Baba Yaga, this spooky graphic novel features
a tween heroine who is both clever and courageous." - Seira Wilson, Ebook Library
EditorRussian folklore icon Baba Yaga mentors a lonely teen in a wry graphic novel that
balances gleefully between the modern and the timeless.Most children think twice before
braving a haunted wood filled with terrifying beasties to match wits with a witch, but not Masha.
Her beloved grandma taught her many things: that stories are useful, that magic is fickle, that
nothing is too difficult or too dirty to clean. The fearsome witch of folklore needs an assistant,
and Masha needs an adventure. She may be clever enough to enter Baba Yaga's house-on-
chicken-legs, but within its walls, deceit is the rule. To earn her place, Masha must pass a series
of tests, outfox a territorial bear, and make dinner for her host. No easy task, with children on the
menu! Spooky and poignant, Marika McCoola's stunning debut—with richly layered art by
acclaimed graphic artist Emily Carroll—is a storytelling feat and a visual feast.

From School Library JournalGr 4–7—Masha is less than thrilled when her widower father
announces he is going to remarry. The last thing she wants is a stepmother and stepsister. All
she can think of are the tales her grandmother would tell her, filled with evil stepmothers and the
terrible trickster Baba Yaga. With emotions running high and feeling unwanted by her father,
Masha decides to respond to the following ad: "ASSISTANT WANTED ASAP: Must have skills in
hauling, obeying orders, cooking and cleaning. Magical talent a bonus. Must be good with
heights. Enter Baba Yaga's house to apply." Not knowing what to expect, but feeling that nothing
can be as bad as her situation at home, she heads into the forest. The events that follow help
Masha find the strength to survive and endure Baba Yaga's tests and the courage to face what is
waiting back home for her. Upper elementary readers will enjoy how the illustrations create a
moody and mysterious creepiness surrounding Baba Yaga. The characters are expressively
drawn, adding drama to the story. Masha's tween angst will resonate as she copes with her new
family situation. VERDICT This title will find a home with fans of R.L. Stine's
"Goosebumps" (Scholastic) and Luke Pearson's "Hilda" graphic novel series (Nobrow).—Carol
Hirsche, Provo City Library, UTReviewThis is the opposite of a fairy godmother story, and that’s
a very good thing. Baby-eating witches are way more fun. Carroll’s elegant drawings and lush
colors are a perfect match with McCoola’s lighthearted and surprisingly heartfelt words.—Vera
Brosgol, Eisner-winning author-illustrator of Anya’s GhostAs a storyteller, McCoola is as shrewd
as Masha and nearly as shrewd as Baba Yaga...There are all sorts of curricular possibilities
here: exploration of folktale retellings, discussion about modernization, and even analysis of the
use of the wordless panels and how art moves the story forward, but mostly this graphic novel
deserves to just be savored as an old story yanked into modernity and told with aplomb.—



Bulletin of the Center for Children's Books (starred review)trong, complex characters and the
inventive fusion of contemporary and fairy tale elements make this a noteworthy collaboration.—
Publishers WeeklyCarroll’s dark yet luminous artwork is a perfect match for McCoola’s tale,
particularly when she illustrates the classic Baba Yaga stories interspersed throughout...A
perfect match for Deb Lucke’s The Lunch Witch (2015).—BooklistMcCoola's offering is a well-
nuanced delight, satisfyingly blending fairy tale, legend, and thrills. As a perfect complement,
Carroll's evocative art enthralls, capturing both the emotion and the magic of McCoola's yarn
and breathing new life into an old folk tale. Though structured like a fairy tale, this clever and well-
appointed graphic novel is refreshingly modern and obviously enjoys playing with conventions. A
magnificently magical must-read for all fairy-tale fans.—Kirkus ReviewsUpper elementary
readers will enjoy how the illustrations create a moody and mysterious creepiness surrounding
Baba Yaga. The characters are expressively drawn, adding drama to the story. Masha’s tween
angst will resonate as she copes with her new family situation. This title will find a home with
fans of R. L. Stine’s “Goosebumps” (Scholastic) and Luke Pearson’s “Hilda” graphic novel series
(Nobrow).—School Library JournalComprised of short chapters, this graphic novel shines in its
pacing, harmony of image and text, and use of flashbacks and stories-within-stories to advance
plot. With vivid coloring, Carroll’s digital art establishes setting and tone. Rhythmic omniscient
narration and ornate panel borders for the flashback scenes spotlight the story’s Russian
folkloric roots.—The Horn BookReaders...will delight in this retelling of a classic story as a
graphic novel.—School Library ConnectionAbout the AuthorMarika McCoola has an MA in
writing for children from Simmons College and is a former children’s book buyer at an
independent bookstore in Massachusetts. Baba Yaga’s Assistant marks her publishing debut.
She lives in Massachusetts.Emily Carroll is the author-illustrator of the acclaimed and best-
selling graphic story collection Through the Woods, as well as numerous web comics. She lives
in Stratford, Ontario.Read more
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Rose I.E., “Great for kids/teens!. This was a pretty fun story, and the artwork is first class. I
enjoyed it as an adult who is a big fan of Baba Yaga stories, but I think it definitely qualifies as YA
lit.”

TheReviewer, “A fun romp. Nothing too deep or intellectal, but a fun story for adults or younger
adults.. This is a really fun book that has an ever-so-slight identity crisis. The story reads as if it
were a children's book, and they the content is a little too adult in my opinion to be a children's
book. Young children will still be a little scared of the concept of a witch that eats little children,
and yet the main characters are all very light-hearted, wink in your eye. I wanted to assume that
this was one of those things in life that is written on two level (like early simpsons episodes), but I
don't think it is that deep. It's merely a pleasant tale of a young girl and here interactions with the
witch Baba Yaga. I don't think you'll get a lot out of this book, but it's a very pleasant read and
you'll smile throughout.  A disposable, yet enjoyable tale.Re-readability = 5”

Sasha, “The best  tweens and teens especially will LOVE IT!!. I love this book I wish it was
around when I was a kid! Its an amazing book especially for the girls, gays and they's! Hands
down much needed story with a new spin on the Baba Yaga (otherwise known as the "Blaire
Witch") ”

marydmoreland, “Great, but maybe not for the very young.... I originally bought this as a birthday
gift for a 7-year old. I had read her a different version from the library that she enjoyed, that had
a more traditional happy ending, but I eventually decided that this one was a bit dark for her at
this age. That said, I love the book and am keeping it to give her when she is a little older - I just
want her to keep believing in 'happily ever after' for as long as she can.”

MALLORY900, “My daughter loved it!!. My daughter read in a day!!!”

Ebook Library Reader, “I certainly recommend this book to tween parent's looking to get their ....
Baba Yaga is certainly not a new character and this book certainly captured this old time tale but
with a 21st century twist. My 11 year old had re-read this book at least 5 times. The illustrations
are well done. I certainly recommend this book to tween parent's looking to get their kids into
reading more.”

Alyssa, “Loved!!. I loved this graphic novel and now I just want to read more about Baba Yaga!”

Lily Thompson, “Great graphic novel. My type of thing. Good book. Excellent condition, delivered
fast. Thank you.”



Rhiannon, “I really liked it.. An awesome story about growing as a person. I loved the ending.
You can forgive someone but still do what is best for you regardless of what they want. Beautiful
art.”

The book by Marika McCoola has a rating of  5 out of 4.6. 130 people have provided feedback.
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